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WITHOUT COMPROMISE



Gatescan-P is the world’s most versatile 
walkthrough metal detector as it can be deployed 
and transported to virtually any location and be 
up and running within five minutes by a single 
operator!

Gatescan-P operates from rechargeable sealed batteries, has 
zone specific detection and is designed for use in demanding 
environments. Because of its modular construction it is the 
only multi-zone metal detector small enough to fit in the 
boot of a large car.

Gatescan P is ideal for sporting events, conferences, 
schools, VIP security or for any event or location requiring 
high discrimination metal detection combined with ease 
of use and total portability. Gatescan-P is fast and easy to 
set up, simple to calibrate and use and very little operator 
training is required.

Gatescan-P Portable Walkthrough Metal Detector

Intelligent User Friendly Control Panel with
Programmable Memory
Digital I/O.
Keypad with security access control (lock out).
LED bar graph for target strength.
LCD for keypad interaction.
Adjustable volume control.
Memory feature for location specific user settings.
Self test/automatic calibration at switch on.
Last setting memory & audio indicator when 
switched off.
Transit counter.

Split Cognitive in Form and Function
Specialised design allows operator to monitor
surrounding areas.

Effective Head to Toe, Zone Specific Detection
3 sensor zones with LEDs.

100 Levels of Adjustable Sensitivity
Designed to meet your level of need.

Designed for use in Demanding Environments
Suitable for indoor or outdoor use (in dry conditions).
Made of ABS polycarbonate alloy - for high impact
strength and durability. Battery operated (includes AC 
adapter & recharge kit) Capable of 40 Hour battery 
life (overnight recharge required). Multiple units may 
work within close proximity to one another without 
conflict. Designed to meet regulatory standards: FAA, 
NILECJ- 0601.00. Designed for EMC compliance (CE) .

Portability
Gatescan-P is designed for portability, measuring
only 93cms x 58cms x 66cms when collapsed, 
enabling easy storage and transportation. 
Additionally built in wheels enable swift 
manoeuvrability.

Features and Benefits

Technical Specifications

Portable Dimensions 93cm x 58cm x 66cm.

Installed External 
Dimensions

223.5cm (h) x 117cm (w) x 
86.5cm (d) 

Installed Internal 
Dimensions 208 x 76cm (w)

Environmental Temp -20 C to +70 C (-4F to 
+158 F). Relative Humidity 95%. 
Environmental Rating: IP52 UV 
resistant.

Dynamic Single Person 
Portability

Weighs approximately 90 Ibs 
(40 Kgs); assemble/disassemble 
in only 5 minutes; single person 
setup; inbuilt wheels and handle 
for ease of transit.
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